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Introduction

S

ince 1995 SAMHSA’s GAINS Center for Behavioral Health and Justice Transformation, operated by
Policy Research Associates, has worked to expand community-based services and reduce justice
involvement for adults with mental and substance use disorders in the criminal justice system.

The GAINS Center is support by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration to
focus on five areas:
Criminal justice and behavioral health systems change
Criminal justice and behavioral health services and supports
Trauma-informed care
Peer support and leadership development
Courts and judicial leadership
On August 23-24, 2017, Travis Parker and Arnold Remington of SAMHSA’s GAINS Center facilitated a
Sequential Intercept Model Mapping Workshop in the Codington County Extension Center for Codington
County, SD. The workshop was hosted by Sarah Peterson. Approximately 36 representatives from
Codington, SD participated in the 1½-day event.
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Background

T

he Sequential Intercept Model, developed by Mark R. Munetz, M.D. and Patricia A. Griffin,
Ph.D.,1 has been used as a focal point for states and communities to assess available resources,
determine gaps in services, and plan for community change. These activities are best

accomplished by a team of stakeholders that cross over multiple systems, including mental health,
substance abuse, law enforcement, pretrial services, courts, jails, community corrections, housing,
health, social services, peers, family members, and many others.
A Sequential Intercept Mapping is a workshop to develop a map that illustrates how people with
behavioral health needs come in contact with and flow through the criminal justice system. Through the
workshop, facilitators and participants identify opportunities for linkage to services and for prevention
of further penetration into the criminal justice system.
The Sequential Intercept Mapping workshop has three primary objectives:
1. Development of a comprehensive picture of how people with mental illness and co-occurring
disorders flow through the criminal justice system along six distinct intercept points: (0) Mobile
Crisis Outreach Teams/Co-Response, (1) Law Enforcement and Emergency Services, (2) Initial
Detention and Initial Court Hearings, (3) Jails and Courts, (4) Reentry, and (5) Community
Corrections/Community Support.
2. Identification of gaps, resources, and opportunities at each intercept for individuals in the target
population.
3. Development of priorities for activities designed to improve system and service level responses
for individuals in the target population

1

Munetz, M., & Griffin, P. (2006). A systemic approach to the de-criminalization of people with serious mental
illness: The Sequential Intercept Model. Psychiatric Services, 57, 544-549.
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Agenda
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Sequential Intercept Model Map for Codington, SD
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Resources and Gaps at Each Intercept

T

he centerpiece of the workshop is the development of a Sequential Intercept Model map. As part
of the mapping activity, the facilitators work with the workshop participants to identify resources
and gaps at each intercept. This process is important since the criminal justice system and

behavioral health services are ever changing, and the resources and gaps provide contextual
information for understanding the local map. Moreover, this catalog can be used by planners to
establish greater opportunities for improving public safety and public health outcomes for people with
mental and substance use disorders by addressing the gaps and building on existing resources.
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INTERCEPT 0 AND INTERCEPT 1

INTERCEPT 0
RESOURCES
Dispatch officers have some mental health training.
50% of the police officers are CIT trained.
The sheriff’s office is CIT trained and often coordinates with the police department.
50% of correctional officers are CIT trained.
There is a crisis line and a safe room available as community resources.
The fire/rescue department receives training in mental health.
There is a deflection program that responds within 24 hours.
The dispatchers have call notes for their communications with law enforcement officers.
There is case management, coordination and tele-health services available in Intercepts 0 and 1.
There are family oriented programs available and information about them can be found through
the 211 helpline.
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There is CIT training offered in the community every Thursday for 5 weeks to accommodate law
enforcement schedules.
There are some veteran’s resources available in Intercepts 0 and 1.

GAPS
The dispatchers are not CIT trained.
There is limited staff and funding for the existing deflection program.
Statewide options for immediate psychiatric unit care are limited when voluntary placement is
needed
Statewide there is a delay for psychiatric units to accept involuntary commitments and can take
longer due to cumbersome processes.
Psychiatric and occasionally clinical services have long wait times due to capacity issues.
There are issues with maintaining and sustaining housing. Moreover, there are housing
limitations due to funding.
There is a lack of long term supported housing. Existing housing is not accommodating to
individuals who are justice involved.
NAMI-peer to peer is underutilized.
There is only 60 days to determine an individual’s eligibility for vocational rehabilitation.
The workforce is lacking to be able to replace QMHP to provide commitment evaluations.
Capacity for ongoing treatment is limited.
There is a lack of specialized services locally
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INTERCEPT 2 AND INTERCEPT 3

RESOURCES
There is a Veteran’s Court and a Drug Court.
o

The specialties courts directs clients to Narcotics Anonymous, Alcoholics Anonymous
and an alumni group along with other community resources.

There is a drug abuse counselor and a peer support program within Intercept 3.
There is a mental health counselor who resides in the jail 20 hours per week.
There is coordination of mental health crisis services within the jail.
Dr. Nipe is a medical doctor from Brown Clinic. He comes to the jail every Thursday and his time
is dependent on the number of patients he sees. On average he is there for 1 or 2 hours.
There is access to a minister in the jail.
Offenders have the option to be on work release if the offenders are appropriate candidates for
such.

GAPS
There is limited information provided about the offender at the first court appearance in
Intercept 2.
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The information received by the mental health counselor from the inmates in the jail cannot be
released as part of the legal process to be taken into consideration for possible diversion
opportunities.
There is no formal diversion process at intercept 2.
There is a delay in access to medication if a psychiatric evaluation is needed first.
The jail is underfunded and there is typically a low number of qualified applicants for open
positions.
o

There is limited state bed space when a person is in need of competency
evaluation/restoration.

o

There is a lack of providers at the community level who provide case management and
other community-sustaining services for those involved the criminal justice system.

There are limited options, services and treatment for Individuals with repeated misdemeanor
convictions and treatment is less likely to be court ordered. , An offender must be convicted of a
felony in order to be eligible for Drug Court and the related services and treatment.
The jail mental health counselor is only part-time (20 hours per week). More mental health
resources are needed to meet the needs of those incarcerated with behavioral health issues.
There is limited physical space in the jail to provide any programming and services to those with
behavioral health needs.
There is not a process in place to relay the information that the jail therapist obtained to the
court prior to the first appearance unless a person is being committed or going to inpatient
treatment
A police report isn’t always provided to court personnel at the time of first court appearance.
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INTERCEPT 4 AND INTERCEPT 5

RESOURCES
There is annual training on mental health and substance use for probation staff.
The Department of Labor is an active partner with probation in an effort to assist those under
supervision with finding employment and job training opportunities.
Many staff members have backgrounds in corrections, law enforcement and behavioral health.

GAPS
There is not a transitional case manager at this time.
There isn’t enough time to accomplish “things” due to the immediate needs of the population.
The jail therapist has a limited amount of time compared to the needs required by some
inmates. Some inmates with high needs are arrested and released before the counselor can
meet with them.
There is an overall lack of awareness of services such as vocational rehabilitation.
The parole officers have high caseloads. There are only two parole officers that are each
responsible for serving 70 persons.
Peer relationships lead to successful parole completion but cannot be utilized until the person is
at this stage.
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The probation officers also have high caseloads. There are only three probation officers that are
each responsible for serving 90 persons.
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Priorities for Change

T

he priorities for change are determined through a voting process. Workshop participants are
asked to identify a set of priorities followed by a vote where each participant has three votes.
The voting took place on August 23, 2017. The top five priorities are highlighted in italicized text.

1 (18 votes)—Increase in jail clinical staff time
2 (11 votes)—Create a halfway house for females
2 (11 votes)—Improve data and information sharing between behavioral health and criminal justice
systems
2 (11 votes)—Create formalized diversion opportunities at Intercept 2
5 (10 votes)—Find and maintain transitional, supportive, clean, sober housing
6 (7 votes)—Increased utilization (creation) of peer support services
7 (6 votes)—Create formalized Intercept 4 reentry services
8 (5 votes)—Get people on disability entitlements in a timely manner
9 (3 votes)—Increase the number of community crisis beds
9 (3 votes)—Address the lack of service provider capacity in Codington County and Northeast South
Dakota
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11 (1 vote)—Increase priority access for single individuals to services, treatment, and housing
(currently a population that is low in terms of priority access)
12 (0 votes)—Provide people access to services without being at one extreme or the other (living in
poverty or have enough wealth to pay for services)
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Parking Lot
Parking lot issues represent major gaps in the community that cannot be directly addressed through the
Sequential Intercept Model mapping workshop. During the workshop on August 23-24, 2017, the
participants identified these parking lot issues:
There is a lack of bed availability within the state hospital.
Funding from the state level is limited to meet the capacity of low level offenders identified
as needing treatment.
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Recommendations
RECOMMENDATION 1
Examine the feasibility and need for alternatives to detention and pre-adjudication diversion
options for people with mental disorders at Intercept 2. Defendants with mental disorders who
are remanded to pretrial detention often have worse public safety outcomes than defendants
who are released to the community pending disposition of their criminal cases.
1. Consider proportional responses based on the severity of a defendant’s criminal risk and
behavioral health treatment needs.
a. Defendants with pending cases who are released to pre-trial services as an alternative
to detention. These may be cases with moderate criminal risk but where the individuals
would benefit from community-based services that are not available while in pretrial
detention and pretrial failure can be avoided through
b. A deferred prosecution approach where a low-risk defendant is directed to participate
in a short-term community-based treatment program. Successful completion of the
program results in dismissal of the charges while failure results in remand to custody
and continuation of the criminal case.
c. Consider a competency court docket, such as was established by the Seattle Municipal
Court, to reduce time spent in jail during the competency process. Refer to the journal
article by Finkle and colleagues (2009) and the 2013 report on the Seattle Municipal
Court mental health court, which houses the competency court docket.
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RECOMMENDATION 2
Reduce recidivism and improve health care outcomes for people with mental and substance use
disorders through a jail reentry program.
a. Improve public safety and public health outcomes by providing transition planning services to
inmates with mental and substance use disorders. At a minimum, transition planning services
should be offered to the sentenced population prior to release from the jail. Transition planning
services can be provided by dedicated jail staff or by community-based providers who reach into
the jail. Refer to the Guidelines for the Successful Transition of People with Behavioral Health
Disorders from Jail and Prison (Blandford and Osher, 2013) and the Implementation Guide
(SAMHSA, 2017).
b. For inmates with mental disorders and substance use disorders leaving the jail, who will not
have access to the treatment services available from Court Services or Codington County
Corrections, consider having a provider offer a cognitive behavior therapy to address criminal
behavior. Cognitive behavior therapies that address criminal behavior for high and moderate
risk individuals are effective in reducing recidivism and offer a benefit to cost ratio of $6.32
benefit for every $1 of cost.

RECOMMENDATION 3
Expand the utilization of Peer Support Specialists across the Intercepts:
Peer support is particularly helpful in easing the traumatization of the corrections process and
encouraging consumers to engage in treatment services. Settings that have successfully integrated peers
include crisis evaluation centers, emergency rooms, jails, treatment courts, and reentry services. GAINS
staff recommends utilizing these services and also offers GAINS Center Senior Project Associate LaVerne
Miller as a resource for more assistance. Her contact information is below. See below resources on Peer
Support for more information.
LaVerne D. Miller, Esq.
Policy Research Associates, Inc.
345 Delaware Avenue
Delmar, NY 12054
(518) 439-7415 x 5245
LMiller@prainc.com
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RECOMMENDATION 4
Increase trauma training for justice involved personnel
Trauma training that specifically targets personnel involved in criminal justice addresses the unique
issues related to traumatization and its impact on recidivism. This may be helpful in changing cultural
attitudes and lead to increased diversion efforts. One example discussed is the How Being TraumaInformed Improves Criminal Justice System Responses training available through SAMHSA’s GAINS
Center (http://gainscenter.samhsa.gov/trauma/trauma_training.asp). Also see below resources on
Trauma-Informed Care.

RECOMMENDATION 5
Improve data collections across intercepts
Improving cross system data collection and integration is key to identifying high user populations,
justifying expansion of programs, and measuring program outcomes and success.
Data collection does not have to be overly complicated. For example, some 911 dispatchers spend an
inordinate amount of time on comfort and support calls. Collecting information on the number of calls,
identifying the callers and working to link the callers to services has been a successful strategy in other
communities to reduce repeated calls also result in directing calls to the most appropriate agency and
result in improved service engagement. In addition, establishing protocols to develop a “warm handoff”
or direct transfers to crisis lines can
Towards this effort, it is also imperative to establish guidelines regarding information sharing and the
utilization of HIPAA to aid, not hinder this information sharing. If necessary, review current state
legislation regarding confidentiality (see resources for more information).
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Strategic Action Plans
PRIORITY AREA 1
IMPROVE DATA AND INFO SHARING BETWEEN BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS
Objectives
1. Address and standardize
data gathering
- Clinical jail time will
have a positive impact
once decisions and
processes are identified
- Johnson Co Kansas
(Robert Sullivan) and
Springfield Missouri)
are doing a good job
with data sharing

Action Step
Identify:
- Who is gathering what information
- Road blocks to standardization
- Tools used: software vs paper standardized tools
- Formatting of reporting, what are the fields?
- Data sharing methods and access
- Include information from client’s existing services
- Software availability
- Initial date compilation and review current status

2. Work out process for sharing
data with the justice system

-

-

Understand/define elements needed by the
criminal justice system
Determine who and how data will be summarized
an shared
Algorithm for sharing (timing, format, etc.
Overall data sharing from Behavioral Health
assessment regardless of who completes it). Not
just Shawn’s assessment information
Identify point of contact if re-entry person has
questions
HIPAA concerns plus legal rights, client choice;
informed choice etc. Do we need a MOU?

Who
Committee or task force
Stepping up group
- Sara/Steve, 2
commissioners, Sheriff,
the Police Department,
HSA, Terry, Dawn,
Patrick when available,
Brian, and Doug
Need to add:
- Hospital rep
- Bridgeway rep
- Judge/ Attorney

-

When

August 31, 2017

HSA counselors/ social
workers
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PRIORITY AREA 2
CREATE FORMALIZED DIVERSION OPPORTUNITIES
Objectives
1. More peer support

2. Identify low to moderate risk
offenders

3. Formalize transition planning

Action Step
- Consider:
1. Faith based organizations
2. FACE-IT group development
3. Community service/mentor
- Increase clinical staff time in D.C.
- More assessment
- Screening “Specialist”
- Jailer
- CIT
- (Jailer confidential settings process)
- Screenings:
Criminogenic
Mental illness
Addition
- Increase case management
coordination
- Increase linkage to services
- Shawn formulates recommendation
for judge
- Hands off to Sunny or resources
- SMI to CARE
- MI to case management

Who
- Shawn and LSS/HAS/
UJS

-

Jailer

-

Positive screenings meet
with Shawn

-

Shawn

When
October/ November 2017 at SUI
management
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PRIORITY AREA 3
HOUSING
Objectives
1. R.A to oversee case
management in a clean, sober
household
2. Building a female Halfway
house

3. Residential Complex with
officers for therapy case
management

Action Step
- Hire an R.A

Who

-

Get contacts and funding
Approval from community through the city
Social services- Dept. of Behavioral Health
Talk to the mayor

-

Habitat for Humanity
SD Housing
Dawn Sikkink
Deb Hamer

-

Peer specialist- paid position

-

Michelle Schutte

When
In Progress
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Resources
COMPETENCY EVALUATION AND RESTORATION
Finkle, M., Kurth, R., Cadle, C., and Mullan, J. (2009) Competency Courts: A Creative Solution for
Restoring Competency to the Competency Process. Behavioral Science and the Law, 27, 767786.

CRISIS CARE, CRISIS RESPONSE, AND LAW ENFORCEMENT
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Crisis Services: Effectiveness, CostEffectiveness, and Funding Strategies.
International Association of Chiefs of Police. Building Safer Communities: Improving Police
Responses to Persons with Mental Illness.
Suicide Prevention Resource Center. The Role of Law Enforcement Officers in Preventing Suicide.
Saskatchewan Building Partnerships to Reduce Crime. The Hub and COR Model.
International Association of Chiefs of Police. Improving Police Response to Persons Affected by
Mental Illness: Report from March 2016 IACP Symposium.
International Association of Chiefs of Police. One Mind Campaign.
Optum. In Salt Lake County, Optum Enhances Jail Diversion Initiatives with Effective Crisis
Programs.
Bureau of Justice Assistance. Engaging Law Enforcement in Opioid Overdose Response:
Frequently Asked Questions.
The Case Assessment Management Program is a joint effort of the Los Angeles Department of
Mental Health and the Los Angeles Police Department to provide effective follow-up and

management of selected referrals involving high users of emergency services, abusers of the 911
system, and individuals at high risk of death or injury to themselves.
National Association of Counties. Crisis Care Services for Counties: Preventing Individuals with
Mental Illnesses from Entering Local Corrections Systems.
CIT International.

DATA ANALYSIS AND MATCHING
Data-Driven Justice Initiative. Data-Driven Justice Playbook: How to Develop a System of
Diversion.
Urban Institute. Justice Reinvestment at the Local Level Planning and Implementation Guide.
The Council of State Governments Justice Center. Ten-Step Guide to Transforming Probation
Departments to Reduce Recidivism.
New Orleans Health Department. New Orleans Mental Health Dashboard.
Pennsylvania Commission on Crime and Delinquency. Criminal Justice Advisory Board Data
Dashboards.
Corporation for Supportive Housing. Jail Data Link Frequent Users: A Data Matching Initiative in
Illinois (See Appendix 3)
Vera Institute of Justice. Closing the Gap: Using Criminal Justice and Public Health Data to
Improve Identification of Mental Illness.

HOUSING
Alliance for Health Reform. The Connection Between Health and Housing: The Evidence and
Policy Landscape.
Economic Roundtable. Getting Home: Outcomes from Housing High Cost Homeless Hospital
Patients.
100,000 Homes. Housing First Self-Assessment.
Urban Institute. Supportive Housing for Returning Prisoners: Outcomes and Impacts of the
Returning Home-Ohio Pilot Project.
Corporation for Supportive Housing. NYC FUSE – Evaluation Findings.
Corporation for Supportive Housing. Housing is the Best Medicine: Supportive Housing and the
Social Determinants of Health.

INFORMATION SHARING
American Probation and Parole Association. Corrections and Reentry: Protected Health
Information Privacy Framework for Information Sharing.

JAIL INMATE INFORMATION
NAMI California. Arrested Guides and Inmate Medication Forms.

MEDICATION ASSISTED TREATMENT (MAT)
American Society of Addiction Medicine. The National Practice Guideline for the Use of
Medications in the Treatment of Addiction Involving Opioid Use.
American Society of Addiction Medicine. Advancing Access to Addiction Medications.
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Federal Guidelines for Opioid
Treatment Programs.
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Medication for the Treatment of
Alcohol Use Disorder: A Brief Guide.
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Clinical Guidelines for the Use of
Buprenorphine in the Treatment of Opioid Addiction (Treatment Improvement Protocol 40).
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. Clinical Use of Extended Release
Injectable Naltrexone in the Treatment of Opioid Use Disorder: A Brief Guide.

MENTAL HEALTH FIRST AID
Mental Health First Aid.
Illinois General Assembly. Public Act 098-0195: Illinois Mental Health First Aid Training Act.
Pennsylvania Mental Health and Justice Center of Excellence. City of Philadelphia Mental Health
First Aid Initiative.

PRETRIAL DIVERSION
CSG Justice Center. Improving Responses to People with Mental Illness at the Pretrial State:
Essential Elements.
National Resource Center on Justice Involved Women. Building Gender Informed Practices at
the Pretrial Stage.

Laura and John Arnold Foundation. The Hidden Costs of Pretrial Diversion.

PROCEDURAL JUSTICE
Legal Aid Society. Manhattan Arraignment Diversion Program.
Center for Alternative Sentencing and Employment Services. Transitional Case Management for
Reducing Recidivism of Individuals with Mental Disorders and Multiple Misdemeanors.
Hawaii Opportunity Probation with Enforcement (HOPE). Overview.

REENTRY
SAMHSA’s GAINS Center. Guidelines for the Successful Transition of People with Behavioral Health
Disorders from Jail and Prison.
Community Oriented Correctional Health Services. Technology and Continuity of Care:
Connecting Justice and Health: Nine Case Studies.
The Council of State Governments. National Reentry Resource Center.
Bureau of Justice Assistance. Center for Program Evaluation and Performance Management.
Washington State Institute of Public Policy. What Works and What Does Not?
Washington State Institute of Public Policy. Predicting Criminal Recidivism: A Systematic Review
of Offender Risk Assessments in Washington State.

SCREENING AND ASSESSMENT
Center for Court Innovation. Digest of Evidence-Based Assessment Tools.
SAMHSA’s GAINS Center. Screening and Assessment of Co-occurring Disorders in the Justice
System.
Steadman, H.J., Scott, J.E., Osher, F., Agnese, T.K., and Robbins, P.C. (2005). Validation of the
Brief Jail Mental Health Screen. Psychiatric Services, 56, 816-822.
The Stepping Up Initiative. (2017). Reducing the Number of People with Mental Illnesses in Jail:
Six Questions County Leaders Need to Ask.

SEQUENTIAL INTERCEPT MODEL
Munetz, M.R., and Griffin, P.A. (2006). Use of the Sequential Intercept Model as an Approach to
Decriminalization of People with Serious Mental Illness. Psychiatric Services, 57, 544-549.

Griffin, P.A., Heilbrun, K., Mulvey, E.P., DeMatteo, D., and Schubert, C.A. (2015). The Sequential
Intercept Model and Criminal Justice. New York: Oxford University Press.
SAMHSA’s GAINS Center. Developing a Comprehensive Plan for Behavioral Health and Criminal
Justice Collaboration: The Sequential Intercept Model.

SSI/SSDI OUTREACH, ACCESS, AND RECOVERY (SOAR)
Increasing efforts to enroll justice-involved persons with behavioral disorders in the Supplement
Security Income and the Social Security Disability Insurance programs can be accomplished through
utilization of SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access, and Recovery (SOAR) trained staff. Enrollment in SSI/SSDI not
only provides automatic Medicaid or Medicare in many states, but also provides monthly income
sufficient to access housing programs.
Information regarding SOAR for justice-involved persons.
The online SOAR training portal.

TRANSITION-AGED YOUTH
National Institute of Justice. Environmental Scan of Developmentally Appropriate Criminal
Justice Responses to Justice-Involved Young Adults.
Harvard Kennedy School Malcolm Weiner Center for Social Policy. Public Safety and Emerging
Adults in Connecticut: Providing Effective and Developmentally Appropriate Responses for
Youth Under Age 21 Executive Summary and Recommendations.
Roca, Inc. Intervention Program for Young Adults.
University of Massachusetts Medical School. Transitions RTC for Youth and Young Adults.

TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE
SAMHSA, SAMHSA’s National Center on Trauma-Informed Care, and SAMHSA’s GAINS Center.
Essential Components of Trauma Informed Judicial Practice.
SAMHSA’s GAINS Center. Trauma Specific Interventions for Justice-Involved Individuals.
SAMHSA. SAMHSA’s Concept of Trauma and Guidance for a Trauma-Informed Approach.
National Resource Center on Justice-Involved Women. Jail Tip Sheets on Justice-Involved
Women.

VETERANS
SAMHSA’s GAINS Center. Responding to the Needs of Justice-Involved Combat Veterans with
Service-Related Trauma and Mental Health Conditions.
Justice for Vets. Ten Key Components of Veterans Treatment Courts.
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Appendix 1:

Codington County, South Dakota Participant List
Name

Title or Position

Stacey Tieszen

Coordinator/ NAMI SD Homeless Advisory
Board Vice-Chair
Board

Todd Leao
Diane Kranz
Tom Walder

lived experience with
criminal justice
family member with
MI
Chief Correction
Officer

Shawn Nills

Case Manager

Steve Rehorst

Sergeant

Mag. Dawn Elshere Magistrate Judge
Brad Howell

Sheriff

Becky MorlockReeves

States Attorney

Doug Seim

Senior Parole Agent

Agency

Agency Address
Phone
521 N Main Ave, Suite
201, Sioux Falls SD
605-978-5611
57104

self

605-880-8830

self

1326 N Park,
605-886-7799
Watertown SD 57201

Codington County
Detention Center
Human Service
Agency
Watertown Police
Department
Unified Judicial
System (UJS)
Codington County
Sheriff
Codington County
States Attorney
Office
SD Department of
Corrections

Terry Sutton

Attorney

Sutton Law Office

DeJong, Brian

Deputy Court Service Court Services

Myron Johnson

Commissioner

Codington County

Lee Gabel

Commissioner

Codington County

605-882-6284
123 19 ST NE,
605-886-0123
Watertown SD 57201
128 N Maple St

605-882-6210

14 1st Ave SE,
605-882-5378
Watertown SD 57201
14 1st Ave SE,
605-882-6280
Watertown SD 57201
14 1st Ave SE,
605-882-6276
Watertown SD 57201
2001 9th Ave SW,
Suite 400, Watertown
SD 57201
PO Box 1053,
Watertown SD 57201
14 1st Ave SE,
Watertown SD 57201
14 1st Ave SE,
Watertown SD 57201
14 1st Ave SE,
Watertown SD 57201

E-mail

stieszen@minnehahacounty.org

dnkranz4@gmail.com
twalder@codington.org
shawnn@humanserviceagency.org
srehorst@watertownpd.com
dawn.elshere@ujs.state.sd.us
bhowell@codington.org

rreeves@codington.org

605-520-7518
doug.seim@state.sd.us
605-882-3220
605-882-5210
605-881-0738
605-880-1278

terry@suttonlawwtn.com
Brian.DeJong@ujs.state.sd.us
LMJohnson1946@gmail.com
dleegabel@gmail.com

Michelle Schutte

CEO/Founder

Access Ministries

25 W Kemp Ave,
605-878-1478
Watertown SD 57201

Michelle Fontaine

Case Manager

Salvation Army

621 4th ST SE,
605-886-4030
Watertown SD 57201

Dan Schutte

Nate Ellens

CEO/Founder

Assistant Director

Access Ministries

SD DSS Division of
Behavioral Health

605-878-1478
25 W Kemp Ave,
or 605-881Watertown SD 57201
8442
811 E. 10th Street,
Dept. 9 , Sioux Falls,
SD
507-227-2343
57103

dans@access-ministry.org
Michelle_Fontaine@USC.salvationarmy.
org

dans@access-ministry.org

nate.ellens@state.sd.us
Shelly Turbak
Kari Johnston
Lynn Amdahl
Mary Johnson
Josie Ries
Scott Jongbloed
Jody Foster
Steve Stunes
Amber Hughs
Sarah Petersen

Prairie Lakes
Healthcare System
Human Service
Chief Financial Officer
Agency
Human Service
CARE Coordinator
Agency
Lutheran Social
Clinical Supervisor
Services
Director Medical
Prairie Lakes
Surgical Pediatrics
Healthcare System
Watertown Fire
Battalion Chief
Rescue
RN, Director of
Prairie Lakes
Emergency
Healthcare System
Stepping Up
Codington County
Consultant
Welfare
Serenity Hills (Detox) Serenity Hills
RN and Medical
Detoxification/Halfw
Coordinator
ay House
Director/ Stepping Up Codington County
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Crisis Services
The Department of State Health Services (DSHS) funds 37 LMHAs and NorthSTAR to provide
an array of ongoing and crisis services to individuals with mental illness. Laws and rules
governing DSHS and the delivery of mental health services require LMHAs and NorthSTAR to
provide crisis screening and assessment. Newly appropriated funds enhanced the response to
individuals in crisis.
The 80th Legislature
$82 million was appropriated for the FY 08-09 biennium for improving the response to mental
health and substance abuse crises. A majority of the funds were divided among the state’s Local
Mental Health Authorities (LMHAs) and added to existing contracts. The first priority for this
portion of the funds was to support a rapid community response to offset utilization of
emergency rooms or more restrictive settings.
Crisis Funds
Crisis Hotline Services
o Continuously available 24 hours per day, seven days per week
o All 37 LMHAs and NorthSTAR have or contract with crisis hotlines that are
accredited by the American Association of Suicidology (AAS)
Mobile Crisis Outreach Teams (MCOT)
o Operate in conjunction with crisis hotlines
o Respond at the crisis site or a safe location in the community
o All 37 LMHAs and NorthSTAR have MCOT teams
o More limited coverage in some rural communities
$17.6 million dollars of the initial appropriation was designated as community investment funds.
The funds allowed communities to develop or expand local alternatives to incarceration or State
hospitalization. Funds were awarded on a competitive basis to communities able to contribute at
least 25% in matching resources. Sufficient funds were not available to provide expansion in all
communities served by the LMHAs and NorthSTAR.
Competitive Funds Projects
Crisis Stabilization Units (CSU)
o Provide immediate access to emergency psychiatric care and short-term
residential treatment for acute symptoms
o Two CSUs were funded
Extended Observation Units
o Provide 23-48 hours of observation and treatment for psychiatric stabilization
o Three extended observation units were funded
Crisis Residential Services
o Provide from 1-14 days crisis services in a clinically staffed, safe residential
setting for individuals with some risk of harm to self or others
o Four crisis residential units were funded
Crisis Respite Services

o Provide from 8 hours up to 30 days of short-term, crisis care for individuals
with low risk of harm to self or others
o Seven crisis respite units were funded
Crisis Step-Down Stabilization in Hospital Setting
o Provides from 3-10 days of psychiatric stabilization in a psychiatrically
staffed local hospital setting
o Six local step-down stabilization beds were funded
Outpatient Competency Restoration Services
o Provide community treatment to individuals with mental illness involved in
the legal system
o Reduces unnecessary burdens on jails and state psychiatric hospitals
o Provides psychiatric stabilization and participant training in courtroom skills
and behavior
o Four Outpatient Competency Restoration projects were funded
The 81st Legislature
$53 million was appropriated for the FY 2010-2011 biennium for transitional and intensive
ongoing services.
Transitional Services
o Provides linkage between existing services and individuals with serious
mental illness not linked with ongoing care
o Provides temporary assistance and stability for up to 90 days
o Adults may be homeless, in need of substance abuse treatment and primary
health care, involved in the criminal justice system, or experiencing multiple
psychiatric hospitalizations
Intensive Ongoing Services for Children and Adults
o Provides team-based Psychosocial Rehabilitation services and Assertive
Community Treatment (ACT) services (Service Package 3 and Service
Package 4) to engage high need adults in recovery-oriented services
o Provides intensive, wraparound services that are recovery-oriented to address
the child's mental health needs
o Expands availability of ongoing services for persons entering mental health
services as a result of a crisis encounter, hospitalization, or incarceration

Appendix 3

Jail Data Link Frequent Users
A Data Matching Initiative in Illinois
Overview of the Initiative
The Corporation for Supportive Housing (CSH) has funded the expansion of a data matching initiative at Cook County Jail
designed to identify users of both Cook County Jail and the State of Illinois Division of Mental Health (DMH).
This is a secure internet based database that assists communities in identifying frequent users of multiple systems to assist them
in coordinating and leveraging scarce resources more effectively. Jail Data Link helps staff at a county jail to identify jail
detainees who have had past contact with the state mental health system for purposes of discharge planning. This system allows
both the jail staff and partnering case managers at community agencies to know when their current clients are in the jail. Jail Data
Link, which began in Cook County in 1999, has expanded to four other counties as a result of funding provided by the Illinois
Criminal Justice Information Authority and will expand to three additional counties in 2009. In 2008 the Proviso Mental Health
Commission funded a dedicated case manager to work exclusively with the project and serve the residents of Proviso Township.

Target Population for Data Link Initiatives

This project targets people currently in a county jail who have had contact with the Illinois Division of Mental Heath.
•

Jail Data Link – Cook County: Identifies on a daily basis detainees who have had documented inpatient/outpatient
services with the Illinois Division of Mental Health. Participating agencies sign a data sharing agreement for this project.

•

Jail Data Link – Cook County Frequent Users: Identifies those current detainees from the Cook County Jail census
who have at least two previous State of Illinois psychiatric inpatient hospitalizations and at least two jail stays. This will
assist the jail staff in targeting new housing resources as a part of a federally funded research project beginning in 2008.

•

Jail Data Link – Expansion: The Illinois Criminal Justice Information Authority provided funding to expand the project to
Will, Peoria, Jefferson and Marion Counties, and the Proviso Mental Health Commission for Proviso Township residents.

Legal Basis for the Data Matching Initiative
Effective January 1, 2000, the Illinois General Assembly adopted Public Act 91-0536 which modified the Mental Health and
Developmental Disabilities Administrative Act. This act allows the Division of Mental Health, community agencies funded by DMH,
and any Illinois county jail to disclose a recipient's record or communications, without consent, to each other, for the purpose of
admission, treatment, planning, or discharge. No records may be disclosed to a county jail unless the Department has entered
into a written agreement with the specific county jail. Effective July 12, 2005, the Illinois General Assembly also adopted Public
Act 094-0182, which further modifies the Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities Administrative Act to allow sharing
between the Illinois Department of Corrections and DMH.
Using this exception, individual prisons or jails are able to send their entire roster electronically to DMH. Prison and jail information
is publically available. DMH matches this information against their own roster and notifies the Department of Corrections
Discharge Planning Unit of matches between the two systems along with information about past history and/or involvement with
community agencies for purposes of locating appropriate aftercare services.

Sample Data at a Demo Web Site
DMH has designed a password protected web site to post the results of the match and make those results accessible to the
Illinois Department of Corrections facility. Community agencies are also able to view the names of their own clients if they
have entered into a departmental agreement to use the site.
In addition, DMH set up a demo web site using encrypted data to show how the data match web site works. Use the web
site link below and enter the User ID, Password, and PIN number to see sample data for the Returning Home Initiative.

•

https://sisonline.dhs.state.il.us/JailLink/demo.html
o UserID:
cshdemo
o Password:
cshdemo
o PIN:
1234

Corporation for Supportive Housing’s Returning Home Initiative

December 2008

Program Partners and Funding Sources
•

CSH’s Returning Home Initiative: Utilizing funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, provided $25,000 towards
programming and support for the creation of the Jail Data Link Frequent Users application.

•

Illinois Department of Mental Health: Administering and financing on-going mental health services and providing secure
internet database resource and maintenance.

•

Cermak Health Services: Providing mental health services and supervision inside the jail facility.

•

Cook County Sheriff’s Office: Assisting with data integration and coordination.

•

Community Mental Health Agencies: Fourteen (14) agencies statewide are entering and receiving data.

•

Illinois Criminal Justice Authority: Provided funding for the Jail Data Link Expansion of data technology to three additional
counties, as well as initial funding for three additional case managers and the project’s evaluation and research through the
University of Illinois.

•

Proviso Township Mental Health Commission (708 Board): Supported Cook County Jail Data Link Expansion into Proviso
Township by funding a full-time case manager.

•

University of Illinois: Performing ongoing evaluation and research

Partnership Between Criminal Justice and Other Public Systems
Cook County Jail and Cermak Health Service have a long history of partnerships with the Illinois Department of Mental Health
Services. Pilot projects, including the Thresholds Justice Project and the Felony Mental Health Court of Cook County, have
received recognition for developing alternatives to the criminal justice system. Examining the systematic and targeted use of
housing as an intervention is a logical extension of this previous work.

Managing the Partnership
CSH is the primary coordinator of a large federal research project studying the effects of permanent supportive housing on
reducing recidivism and emergency costs of frequent users of Cook County Jail and the Illinois Department of Mental Health
System. In order to facilitate this project, CSH funded the development of a new version of Jail Data Link to find the most frequent
users of the jail and mental health inpatient system to augment an earlier version of Data Link in targeting subsidized housing and
supportive mental health services.

About CSH and the Returning Home Initiative
The Corporation for Supportive Housing (CSH) is a national non-profit organization and Community Development Financial
Institution that helps communities create permanent housing with services to prevent and end homelessness. Founded in 1991,
CSH advances its mission by providing advocacy, expertise, leadership, and financial resources to make it easier to create and
operate supportive housing. CSH seeks to help create an expanded supply of supportive housing for people, including single
adults, families with children, and young adults, who have extremely low-incomes, who have disabling conditions, and/or face
other significant challenges that place them at on-going risk of homelessness. For information regarding CSH’s current office
locations, please see www.csh.org/contactus.
CSH’s national Returning Home Initiative aims to end the cycle of incarceration and homelessness that thousands of people face
by engaging the criminal justice systems and integrating the efforts of housing, human service, corrections, and other agencies.
Returning Home focuses on better serving people with histories of homelessness and incarceration by placing them to supportive
housing.
Corporation for Supportive Housing
Illinois Program
205 W. Randolph, 23rd Fl
Chicago, IL 60606
T: 312.332.6690
F: 312.332.7040
E: il@csh.org
www.csh.org

Corporation for Supportive Housing’s Returning Home Initiative

December 2008
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for people who are homeless
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Best Practices for Increasing Access to SSI/SSDI upon
Exiting Criminal Justice Settings
Dazara Ware, M.P.C. and Deborah Dennis, M.A.

Introduction
Seventeen percent of people currently incarcerated
in local jails and in state and federal prisons are
estimated to have a serious mental illness.1 The twin
stigmas of justice involvement and mental illness
present significant challenges for social service staff
charged with helping people who are incarcerated
plan for reentry to community life. Upon release,
the lack of treatment and resources, inability to
work, and few options for housing mean that many
quickly become homeless and recidivism is likely.
The Social Security Administration (SSA), through
its Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) programs, can
provide income and other benefits to persons with
mental illness who are reentering the community
from jails and prisons. The SSI/SSDI Outreach,
Access and Recovery program (SOAR), a project
funded by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, is a national technical
assistance program that helps people who are
homeless or at risk for homelessness to access SSA
disability benefits.2
SOAR training can help local corrections and
community transition staff negotiate and integrate
benefit options with community reentry strategies
Bureau of Justice Statistics. (2006). Mental health problems
of prison and jail inmates. Washington, DC: U.S.
Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs
2
Dennis, D., Lassiter, M., Connelly, W., & Lupfer, K.
(2011) Helping adults who are homeless gain disability
benefits: The SSI/SSDI Outreach, Access and Recovery
(SOAR) program. Psychiatric Services, 62(11)1373-1376

for people with mental illness and co-occurring
disorders to assure successful outcomes. This best
practices summary describes:
 The connections between mental illness,
homelessness, and incarceration;
 The ramifications of incarceration on receipt of
SSI and SSDI benefits
 The role of SOAR in transition planning
 Examples of jail or prison SOAR initiatives to
increase access to SSI/SSDI
 Best practices for increasing access to SSI/SSDI
benefits for people with mental illness who
are reentering the community from jails and
prisons.

Mental Illness, Homelessness, and
Incarceration
In 2010, there were more than 7 million persons
under correctional supervision in the United States
at any given time.3 Each year an estimated 725,000
persons are released from federal and state prisons,
125,000 with serious mental illness.4 More than 20
percent of people with mental illness were homeless
in the months before their incarceration compared

1

Guerino, P.M. Harrison & W. Sabel. Prisoners in 2010.
NCJ 236096. Washington DC: U.S. Department of
Justice, Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2011.
4
Glaze, L. Correctional populations in the U.S. 2010, NCJ
236319. Washington D.C.: U.S. Department of Justice,
Bureau of Justice Statistics 2011
3

with 10 percent of the general prison population.5 For
those exiting the criminal justice system, homelessness
may be even more prevalent. A California study,
for example, found that 30 to 50 percent of people
on parole in San Francisco and Los Angeles were
homeless.6

September 2012 contingent on her ability to
establish a verifiable residential address. The parole
board did not approve the family address she
submitted because the location is considered a
high crime area. Unfortunately, Sandra was unable
to establish residency on her own as she had no
income. Thus, she missed her opportunity for
parole and must complete her maximum sentence.
Sandra is scheduled for release in 2013.

Mental Health America reports that half of people
with mental illness are incarcerated for committing
nonviolent crimes, such as trespassing, disorderly
conduct, and other minor offences resulting from
symptoms of untreated mental illness. In general,
people with mental illnesses remain in jail eight times
longer than other offenders at a cost that is seven
times higher.7 At least three-quarters of incarcerated
individuals with mental illness have a co-occurring
substance use disorder.8

 Sam was released from prison after serving four
years. While incarcerated, he was diagnosed with
a traumatic brain injury and depression. Sam had
served his full sentence and was not required to
report to probation or parole upon release. He
was released with $25 and the phone number for
a community mental health provider. Sam is 27
years old with a ninth grade education and no
prior work history. He has no family support.
Within two weeks of release, Sam was arrested
for sleeping in an abandoned building. He was
intoxicated and told the arresting officer that
drinking helped the headaches he has suffered
from since he was 14 years old. Sam was sent to
jail.

Homelessness, mental illness, and criminal justice
involvement create a perfect storm, requiring concerted
effort across multiple systems to prevent people with
mental illness from cycling between homelessness and
incarceration by providing them the opportunity to
reintegrate successfully into their communities and
pursue recovery.

 Manuel was arrested for stealing from a local
grocery store. He was homeless at the time of
arrest and had a diagnosis of schizophrenia. He
was not receiving any community mental health
services at the time. Manuel has no family. He was
sent to a large county jail where he spent two years
before being arraigned before a judge. His periodic
acute symptoms resulted in his being taken to the
state hospital until he was deemed stable enough
to stand trial. However, the medications that
helped Manuel’s symptoms in the hospital weren’t
approved for use in the jail, and more acute
episodes followed. Manuel cycled between the
county jail and the state hospital four times over a
two-year period before being able to stand before
a judge.

To understand the interplay among mental illness,
homelessness, and incarceration, consider these
examples:
 In 2011 Sandra received SSI based on her
mental illness. She was on probation, with three
years remaining, when she violated the terms of
probation by failing to report to her probation
officer. As a result, Sandra was incarcerated in a
state prison. Because she was incarcerated for more
than 12 months, her benefits were terminated.
Sandra received a tentative parole month of
5

6

7

8

Reentry Facts. The National Reentry Resource Center.
Council of State Governments Justice Center.
Retrieved December 6, 2012, from http://www.
nationalreentryresourcecenter.org/facts
California Department of Corrections. (1997). Preventing
Parolee Failure Program: An evaluation. Sacramento: Author.
Mental Health America. (2008). Position Statement 52: In
support of maximum diversion of persons with serious mental
illness from the criminal justice system. Retrieved from http://
www.mentalhealthamerica.net.
Council of State Governments. (2002). Criminal Justice/
Mental Health Consensus Project. Lexington, Kentucky:
author.

Based on real life situations, these examples illustrate
the complex needs of people with serious mental
illnesses who become involved with the justice system.
In Sandra’s and Sam’s cases, the opportunity to apply
for SSI/SSDI benefits on a pre-release basis would
have substantially reduced the period of incarceration,
and in Manuel’s case, access to SSI immediately upon
release would have decreased the likelihood he would
return to jail. But how do we ensure that this happens?
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Incarceration and SSA Disability
Benefits

Role of Transition Services in Reentry
for People with Mental Illness

Correctional facilities, whether jails or prisons, are
required to report to SSA newly incarcerated people
who prior to incarceration received benefits. For each
person reported, SSA sends a letter to the facility
verifying the person’s benefits have been suspended
and specifying the payment to which the facility is
entitled for providing this information. SSA pays $400
for each person reported by the correctional facility
within 60 days. If a report is made between 60 and 90
days of incarceration, SSA pays $200. After 90 days, no
payment is made.

Since the 1990s, the courts have increasingly
acknowledged that helping people improve their
mental health and their ability to demonstrate safe
and orderly behaviors while they are incarcerated
enhances their reintegration and the well-being
of the communities that receive them. Courts
specializing in the needs of people with mental illness
and or substance use disorders, people experiencing
homelessness, and veterans are designed to target
the most appropriate procedures and service referrals
to these individuals, who may belong to more than
one subgroup. The specialized courts and other jail
diversion programs prompt staff of various systems
to consider reintegration strategies for people with
mental illness from the outset of their criminal justice
system involvement. Transition and reintegration
services for people with mental illness reflect the shared
responsibilities of multiple systems to insure continuity
of care.

The rules for SSI and SSDI beneficiaries who
are incarcerated differ. Benefits for SSI recipients
incarcerated for a full calendar month are suspended,
but if the person is released within 12 months, SSI is
reinstated upon release if proof of incarceration and
a release are submitted to the local SSA office. SSA
reviews the individual’s new living arrangements, and
if deemed appropriate, SSI is reinstated. However, if
an SSI recipient is incarcerated for 12 or more months,
SSI benefits are terminated and the individual must
reapply. Reapplication can be made 30 days prior to the
expected release date, but benefits cannot begin until
release.

Providing transition services to people with mental
illness within a jail or prison setting is difficult for
several reasons: the quick population turnover in jails,
the distance between facilities and home communities
for people in prisons, the comprehensive array of
services needed to address multiple needs, and the
perception that people with mental illness are not
responsive to services. Nevertheless, without seriously
addressing transition and reintegration issues while
offenders remain incarcerated, positive outcomes are far
less likely upon release and recidivism is more likely.

Unfortunately, people who are newly released often
wait months before their benefits are reinstituted or
initiated. Few states or communities have developed
legislation or policy to insure prompt availability of
benefits upon release. Consequently, the approximately
125,000 people with mental illness who are released
each year are at increased risk for experiencing
symptoms of mental illness, substance abuse,
homelessness, and recidivism.

Access to Benefits as an Essential
Strategy for Reentry
The criminal justice and behavioral health communities
consistently identify lack of timely access to income
and other benefits, including health insurance, as
among the most significant and persistent barriers to
successful community reintegration and recovery for
people with serious mental illnesses and co-occurring
substance use disorders.

SSDI recipients are eligible to continue receiving
benefits until convicted of a criminal offense and
confined to a penal institution for more than 30
continuous days. At that time, SSDI benefits are
suspended but will be reinstated the month following
release.
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Many states and communities that have worked to
ensure immediate access to benefits upon release have
focused almost exclusively on Medicaid. Although
access to Medicaid is critically important, focusing on
this alone often means that needs for basic sustenance
and housing are ignored. Only a few states (Oregon,
Illinois, New York, Florida) provide for Medicaid to be
suspended upon incarceration rather than terminated,
and few states or communities have developed
procedures to process new Medicaid applications prior
to release.

reentry programs.10 Below are examples of SOAR
collaborations in jails (Florida, Georgia, and New
Jersey) and prison systems (New York, Oklahoma, and
Michigan). In addition to those described below, new
SOAR initiatives are underway in the jail system of
Reno, Nevada and in the prison systems of Tennessee,
Colorado, Connecticut, and the Federal Bureau of
Prisons.

SOAR Collaborations with Jails
Eleventh Judicial Circuit Criminal Mental Health
Project (CMHP). Miami-Dade County, Florida, is
home to the highest percentage of people with serious
mental illnesses of any urban area in the United States
– approximately nine percent of the population, or
210,000 people. CMHP was established in 2000 to
divert individuals with serious mental illnesses or cooccurring substance use disorders from the criminal
justice system into comprehensive communitybased treatment and support services. CMHP staff,
trained in the SOAR approach to assist with SSI/
SSDI applications, developed a strong collaborative
relationship with SSA to expedite and ensure approvals
for entitlement benefits in the shortest time possible.
All CMHP participants are screened for eligibility for
SSI/SSDI.

The SOAR approach to improving access to SSI/
SSDI. The SSI/SSDI application process is complicated
and difficult to navigate, sometimes even for
professional social service staff. The SOAR approach
in correctional settings is a collaborative effort by
corrections, behavioral health, and SSA to address
the need for assistance to apply for these benefits. On
average, providers who receive SOAR training achieve
a first-time approval rate of 71 percent, while providers
who are not SOAR trained or individuals who apply
unassisted achieve a rate of 10 to 15 percent.9 SOARtrained staff learn how to prepare comprehensive,
accurate SSI/SSDI applications that are more likely to
be approved, and approved quickly.
SOAR training is available in every state. The
SOAR Technical Assistance Center, funded by
SAMHSA, facilitates partnerships with community
service providers to share information, acquire
pre-incarceration medical records, and translate
prison functioning into post-release work potential.
With SOAR training, social service staff learn new
observation techniques to uncover information critical
to developing appropriate reentry strategies. The
more accurate the assessment of factors indicating an
individual’s ability to function upon release, the easier
it is to help that person transition successfully from
incarceration to community living.

From July 2008 through November 2012, 91 percent
of 181 individuals were approved for SSI/SSDI
benefits on initial application in an average of 45 days.
All participants of CMHP are linked to psychiatric
treatment and medication with community providers
upon release from jail. Community providers are
made aware that participants who are approved for SSI
benefits will have access to Medicaid and retroactive
reimbursement for expenses incurred for up to 90 days
prior to approval. This serves to reduce the stigma
of mental illness and involvement with the criminal
justice system, making participants more attractive
“paying customers.”

The positive outcomes produced by SOAR pilot
projects within jail and prison settings around the
country that link people with mental illness to benefits
upon their release should provide impetus for more
correctional facilities to consider using this approach
as a foundation for building successful transition or
9

In addition, based on an agreement established between
Miami-Dade County and SSA, interim housing
assistance is provided for individuals applying for
SSI/SSDI during the period between application and

Dennis et al., (2011). op cit.

10
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Dennis, D. & Abreu, D. (2010) SOAR: Access to benefits
enables successful reentry, Corrections Today, 72(2), 82–85.

such assistance despite the difficulty of budgeting staff
time for these activities.

approval. This assistance is reimbursed to the County
once participants are approved for Social Security
benefits and receive retroactive payment. The number
of arrests two years after receipt of benefits and housing
compared to two years earlier was reduced by 70
percent (57 versus 17 arrests).

Fulton County Jail, Georgia. In June 2009, the
Georgia Department of Behavioral Health and
Developmental Disabilities initiated a SOAR pilot
project at the Fulton County Jail. With the support
of the facility’s chief jailer, SOAR staff were issued
official jail identification cards that allowed full and
unaccompanied access to potential applicants. SOAR
staff worked with the Office of the Public Defender
and received referrals from social workers in this
office. They interviewed eligible applicants at the jail,
completed SSI/SSDI applications, and hand-delivered
them to the local SSA field office. Of 23 applications
submitted, 16 (70 percent) were approved within an
average of 114 days.

Mercer and Bergen County Correctional Centers,
New Jersey. In 2011, with SOAR training and
technical assistance funded by The Nicholson
Foundation, two counties in New Jersey piloted
the use of SOAR to increase access to SSI/SSDI for
persons with disabilities soon to be released from
jail. In each county, a collaborative working group
comprising representatives from the correctional center,
community behavioral health, SSA, the state Disability
Determination Service (DDS), and (in Mercer County
only) the United Way met monthly to develop,
implement, and monitor a process for screening
individuals in jail or recently released and assisting
those found potentially eligible in applying for SSI/
SSDI. The community behavioral health agency staff,
who were provided access to inmates while incarcerated
and to jail medical records, assisted with applications.

SOAR benefits specialists approached the Georgia
Department of Corrections with outcome data
produced in the Fulton County Jail pilot project to
encourage them to use SOAR in the state prison system
for persons with mental illness who were coming up
for release. Thirty-three correctional officers around the
state received SOAR training and were subsequently
assigned by the Department to work on SSI/SSDI
applications.

During the one year evaluation period for Mercer
County, 89 individuals from Mercer County
Correction Center were screened and 35 (39 percent)
of these were deemed potentially eligible for SSI/SSDI.
For Bergen County, 69 individuals were screened, and
39 (57 percent) were deemed potentially eligible. The
reasons given for not helping some potentially eligible
individuals file applications included not enough
staff available to assist with application, potential
applicant discharged from jail and disappeared/couldn’t
locate, potential applicant returned to prison/jail, and
potential applicant moved out of the county or state.
In Mercer County, 12 out of 16 (75 percent) SSI/
SSDI applications were approved on initial application;
two of those initially denied were reversed at the
reconsideration level without appeal before a judge. In
Bergen County which had a late start, two out of three
former inmates assisted were approved for SSI/SSDI.

SOAR Collaborations with State and
Federal Prisons
New York’s Sing Sing Correctional Facility. The
Center for Urban and Community Services was funded
by the New York State Office of Mental Health, using a
Projects for Assistance in Transition from Homelessness
(PATH) grant, to assist with applications for SSI/
SSDI and other benefits for participants in a 90-day
reentry program for persons with mental illness released
from New York State prisons. After receiving SOAR
training and within five years of operation, the Center’s
Community Orientation and Reentry Program at
the state’s Sing Sing Correctional Facility achieved an
approval rate of 87 percent on 183 initial applications,
two thirds of which were approved prior to or within
one month of release.

Prior to this pilot project, neither behavioral health
care provider involved had assisted with SSI/SSDI
applications for persons re-entering the community
from the county jail. After participating in the pilot
project, both agencies remain committed to continuing

Oklahoma Department of Corrections. The
Oklahoma Department of Corrections and the
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health collaborated
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office where their release status is verified and their SSI/
SSDI benefits are initiated.

to initiate submission of SSI/SSDI applications
using SOAR-trained staff. Approval rates for initial
submission applications are about 90 percent. The
Oklahoma SOAR program also uses peer specialists to
assist with SSI/SSDI applications for persons exiting
the prison system. Returns to prison within 3 years
were 41 percent lower for those approved for SSI/SSDI
than a comparison group.

Best Practices for Accessing SSI/SSDI as
an Essential Reentry Strategy
The terms jail and prison are sometimes used
interchangeably, but it is important to understand the
distinctions between the two. Generally, a jail is a local
facility in a county or city that confines adults for a
year or less. Prisons are administered by the state or
federal government and house persons convicted and
sentenced to serve time for a year or longer.

Michigan Department of Corrections. In 2007
the Michigan Department of Corrections (DOC)
began to discuss implementing SOAR as a pilot in a
region where the majority of prisoners with mental
illnesses are housed. A subcommittee of the SOAR
State Planning Group was formed and continues to
meet monthly to address challenges specific to this
population. In January 2009, 25 DOC staff from
eight facilities, facility administration, and prisoner
reentry staff attended a two-day SOAR training.
The subcommittee has worked diligently to develop
a process to address issues such as release into the
community before a decision is made by SSA, the
optimal time to initiate the application process, and
collaboration with local SSA and DDS offices.

Discharge from both jails and prisons can be
unpredictable, depending on a myriad of factors that
may be difficult to know in advance. Working with jails
is further complicated by that fact that they generally
house four populations: (1) people on a 24-48 hour
hold, (2) those awaiting trial, (3) those sentenced and
serving time in jail, and (4) those sentenced and awaiting
transfer to another facility, such as a state prison.
Over the past several years, the following best
practices have emerged with respect to implementing
SOAR in correctional settings. These best practices
are in addition to the critical components required
by the SOAR model for assisting with SSI/SSDI
applications.11 These best practices fall under five
general themes:

Since 2007, DOC has received 72 decisions on SSI/
SSDI applications with a 60 percent approval rate in an
average of 105 days. Thirty-nine percent of applications
were submitted after the prisoner was released, and
76 percent of the decisions were received after the
applicant’s release. Seventeen percent of those who were
denied were re-incarcerated within the year following
release while only two percent of those who were
approved were re-incarcerated.

 Collaboration
 Leadership
 Resources

Park Center’s Facility In-Reach Program. Park
Center is a community mental health center in
Nashville, Tennessee. In July 2010, staff began
assisting with SSI/SSDI applications for people with
mental illness in the Jefferson County Jail and several
facilities administered by the Tennessee Department
of Corrections, including the Lois M. DeBerry Special
Needs Prison and the Tennessee Prison for Woman.
From July 2010 through November 2012, 100 percent
of 44 applications have been were approved in a average
of 41 days. In most cases, Park Center’s staff assisted
with SSI/SSDI applications on location in these
facilities prior to release. Upon release, the individual
is accompanied by Park Center staff to the local SSA

 Commitment
 Training

Collaboration. The SOAR approach emphasizes
collaborative efforts to help staff and their clients
navigate SSA and other supports available to people
with mental illness upon their release. Multiple
collaborations are necessary to make the SSI/SSDI
application process work. Fortunately, these are the
same collaborations necessary to make the overall
transition work. Thus, access to SSI/SSDI can become

11

6

See http://www.prainc.com/soar/criticalcomponents.

a concrete foundation upon which to build the facility’s
overall discharge planning or reentry process.

providers, including supported housing programs
that offer a variety of services, is key to assuring
both continuity of care and best overall outcomes
post-release.

 Identify stakeholders. Potential stakeholders
associated with jail/prisons include

 Collaborate with jail or prison system for
referrals, access to inmates, and medical records.
Referrals for a jail or prison SOAR project can
issue from many sources – intake staff, discharge
planners, medical or psychiatric unit staff, judges,
public defenders, parole or probation, and
community providers. Identifying persons within
the jail or prison who may be eligible for SSI/SSDI
requires time, effort, and collaboration on the part
of the jail or prison corrections and medical staff.

9Judges assigned to specialized courts and
diversion programs
9Social workers assigned to the public
defenders’ office
9Chief jailers or chiefs of security
9Jail mental health officer, psychologist, or
psychiatrist
9County or city commissioners
9Local reentry advocacy project leaders
9Commissioner of state department of
corrections
9State director of reintegration/reentry services
9Director of medical or mental health services
for state department of corrections
9State mental health agency administrator
9Community reentry project directors
9Parole/probation managers

Once individuals are identified as needing assistance
with an SSI/SSDI application, they can be assisted
by staff in the jail or prison, with a handoff occurring
upon release, or they can be assisted by community
providers who come into the facility for this purpose.
Often, correctional staff, medical or psychiatric staff,
and medical records are administered separately and
collaborations must be established within the facility as
well as with systems outside it.

 Collaborate with SSA to establish prerelease
agreements. SSA can establish prerelease
agreements with correctional facilities to permit
special procedures when people apply for benefits
prior to their release and will often assign a contact
person. For example, prerelease agreements
can be negotiated to allow for applications to
be submitted from 60 to 120 days before the
applicant’s expected release date. In addition,
SSA can make arrangements to accept paper
applications and schedule phone interviews when
necessary.

Leadership. Starting an SSI/SSDI initiative as part
of transition planning requires leadership in the form
of a steering committee, with a strong and effective
coordinator, that meets regularly. The Mercer County,
New Jersey SOAR Coordinator, for example, resolves
issues around SSI/SSDI applications that are brought
up at case manager meetings, oversees the quality
of applications submitted, organizes trainings, and
responds to concerns raised by SSA and DDS.
The case manager meetings are attended by the steering
committee coordinator who serves as a liaison between
the case managers and steering committee. Issues
identified by case managers typically require additional
collaborations that must be approved at the steering
committee level. Leadership involves frequent, regular,
and ad hoc communication among all parties to
identify and resolve challenges that arise.

 Collaborate with local SOAR providers
to establish continuity of care. Given the
unpredictability of release dates from jails and
prisons, it is important to engage a communitybased behavioral health provider to either begin
the SSI/SSDI application process while the person
is incarcerated or to assist with the individual’s
reentry and assume responsibility for completing
his or her SSI/SSDI application following release.
SOAR training can help local corrections and
community transition staff assure continuity of
care by determining and coordinating benefit
options and reintegration strategies for people
with mental illness. Collaboration among service

It is essential that the steering committee include
someone who has authority within the jail or
prison system as well as someone with a clinical
background who can assure that the clinical aspects of
implementation are accomplished (e.g., mental status
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exams with 90 days of application, access to records,
physician or psychologist sign off on medical summary
reports).

staff struggle without success to find time to assist
with applications as part of the job they are already
doing. We have seen many facilities, particularly state
departments of corrections, willing to conduct training
for staff, but unwilling or unable to follow through
on the rest of what it takes to assist with SSI/SSDI
applications.

Resources. Successful initiatives have committed
resources for staffing at two levels. First, staff time is
needed to coordinate the overall effort. In the Mercer
County example above, the steering committee
coordinator is a paid, part-time position. If there is
someone charged with overall transition planning for
the facility, the activities associated with implementing
assistance with SSI/SSDI may be assumed by this
individual.

Training. Training for staff in jails and prisons
should include staff who identify and refer people for
assistance with SSI/SSDI applications, staff who assist
with completing the applications, medical records staff,
and physicians/psychologists. The depth and length of
training for each of these groups will vary. However,
without the other elements discussed above in place,
training is of very limited value.

Second, the staff who are assisting with SSI/SSDI
applications need to be trained (typically 1-2 days) and
have time to interview and assess the applicant, gather
and organize the applicant’s medical records, complete
the SSA forms, and write a supporting letter that
documents how the individual’s disability or disabilities
affect his or her ability to work. Full-time staff working
only on SSI/SSDI applications can be expected to
complete about 50-60 applications per year using the
SOAR approach. Assisting with SSI/SSDI applications
cannot be done efficiently without dedicated staffing.

Training in the SOAR approach for jail and prison
staff has been modified to address the assessment and
documentation of functioning in correctional settings.
Training must cover the specific referral and application
submission process established by the steering group
in collaboration with SSA and DDS to ensure that
applications submitted are consistent with expectations,
procedures are subject to quality review, and outcomes
of applications are tracked and reported. It is important
that training take place after plans to incorporate each
of these elements have been determined by the steering
committee.

Finally, our experience has shown that it is difficult for
jail staff to assist with applications in the jail due to
competing demands, staffing levels, skill levels of the
staff involved, and staff turnover. Without community
providers, there would be few or no applications
completed for persons coming out of jails in the
programs with which we have worked. Jail staff time
may be best reserved for: (1) identifying and referring
individuals who may need assistance to community
providers; (2) facilitating community provider access
to inmates prior to release from jail; and (3) assistance
with access to jail medical records.

Conclusion
People with mental illness face extraordinary barriers
to successful reentry. Without access to benefits, they
lack the funds to pay for essential mental health and
related services as well as housing. The SOAR approach
has been implemented in 50 states, and programmatic
evidence demonstrates the approach is transferable to
correctional settings. Acquiring SSA disability benefits
and the accompanying Medicaid/Medicare benefit
provides the foundation for reentry plans to succeed.

Commitment. Developing and implementing an
initiative to access SSI/SSDI as part of transition
planning requires a commitment by the jail or prison’s
administration for a period of at least a year to see
results and at least two years to see a fully functioning
program. During the start up and early implementation
period, competing priorities can often derail the best
intentions. We have seen commitment wane as new
administrations took office and the department of
corrections commissioner changed. We have seen

For More Information
To find out more about SOAR in your state or to start
SOAR in your community, contact the national SOAR
technical assistance team at soar@prainc.com or check
out the SOAR website at http://www.prainc.com/soar.
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Appendix 5

!
Housing!First!Self0Assessment!
Assess$and$Align$Your$Program$and$Community$
!
with$a$Housing$First$Approach$$

HIGH!PERFORMANCE!SERIES!
The$100,000$Homes$Campaign$team$identified$a$cohort$of$factors$that$are$correlated$
with$higher$housing$placement$rates$across$campaign$communities.$The$purpose$of$
this$High$Performance$Series$of$tools$is$to$spotlight$best$practices$and$expand$the$
movement’s$peer$support$network$by$sharing$this$knowledge$with$every$community.$
This$tool$addresses$Factor$#4:$$Evidence(that(the(community(has(embraced(a(Housing(
First/Rapid(Rehousing(approach(system9wide.(
The$full$series$is$available$at:$http://100khomes.org/resources/highJperformanceJseries$

Housing!First!Self0Assessment!
Assess$and$Align$Your$Program$with$a$Housing$First$Approach$
(
A$community$can$only$end$homelessness$by$housing$every$person$who$is$homeless,$including$those$with$
substance$use$and$mental$health$issues.$Housing$First$is$a$proven$approach$for$housing$chronic$and$
vulnerable$homeless$people.$Is$your$program$a$Housing$First$program?$Does$your$community$embrace$a$
Housing$First$model$systemJwide?$To$find$out,$use$the$Housing$First$selfJassessments$in$this$tool.$We’ve$
included$separate$assessments$for:$$
• Outreach$programs$
• Emergency$shelter$programs$$
• Permanent$housing$programs$
• System$and$community$level$stakeholder$groups$

!
What!is!Housing!First?!
According$to$the$National$Alliance$to$End$Homelessness,$Housing$First$is$an$approach$to$ending$
homelessness$that$centers$on$providing$homeless$people$with$housing$as$quickly$as$possible$–$and$then$
providing$services$as$needed.$$Pioneered$by$Pathways!to!Housing$(www.pathwaystohousing.org)$and$
adopted$by$hundreds$of$programs$throughout$the$U.S.,$Housing$First$practitioners$have$demonstrated$
that$virtually$all$homeless$people$are$“housing$ready”$and$that$they$can$be$quickly$moved$into$
permanent$housing$before$accessing$other$common$services$such$as$substance$abuse$and$mental$health$
counseling.$

Why!is!this!Toolkit!Needed?!
In$spite$of$the$fact$that$this$approach$is$now$almost$universally$touted$as$a$solution$to$homelessness$and$
Housing$First$programs$exist$in$dozens$of$U.S.$cities,$few$communities$have$adopted$a$Housing$First$
approach$on$a$systemsJlevel.$$This$toolkit$serves$as$a$starting$point$for$communities$who$want$to$
embrace$a$Housing$First$approach$and$allows$individual$programs$and$the$community$as$a$whole$to$
identify$where$its$practices$are$aligned$with$Housing$First$and$what$areas$of$its$work$to$target$for$
improvement$to$more$fully$embrace$a$Housing$First$approach.$The$toolkit$consists$of$four$selfJ
assessments$each$of$which$can$be$completed$in$under$10$minutes:$
$
• Housing!First!in!Outreach!Programs!Self0Assessment$(to$be$completed$by$outreach$programs)$
• Housing!First!in!Emergency!Shelters!Self0Assessment$(to$be$completed$by$emergency$shelters)$
• Housing!First!in!Permanent!Supportive!Housing!Self0Assessment$(to$be$completed$by$
supportive$housing$providers$
• Housing!First!System!Self0Assessment$(to$be$completed$by$communityJlevel$stakeholders$such$
as$Continuums$of$Care$and/or$government$agencies$charged$with$ending$homelessness)$
$

!
!
2$

How!Should!My!Community!Use!This!Tool?!
•

•

•
•

•

Choose!the!appropriate!Housing!First!assessment(s)!–!Individual$programs$should$choose$the
assessment$that$most$closely$matches$their$program$type$while$communityJlevel$stakeholders$
should$complete$the$systems$assessment!
Complete!the!assessment!and!score!your!results$–!Each$assessment$includes$a$simple$scoring
guide$that$will$tell$you$the$extent$to$which$your$program$or$community$is$implementing$Housing
First
Share!your!results!with!others!in!your!program!or!community!–!To$build$the$political$will
needed$to$embrace$a$Housing$First$approach,$share$with$other$stakeholders$in$your$community
Build!a!workgroup!charged!with!making!your!program!or!community!more!aligned!with
Housing!First!J$Put$together$a$work$plan$with$concrete$tasks,$person(s)$responsible$and$due
dates$for$the$steps$your$program$and/or$community$needs$to$take$to$align$itself$with$Housing
First$and$then$get$started!
Send!your!results!and!progress!to!the!100,000!Homes!Campaign!–!We’d$love$to$hear$how$you
score$and$the$steps$you$are$taking$to$adopt$a$Housing$First$approach!

Who!Does!This!Well?!
The$following$programs$in$100,000$Campaign$communities$currently$incorporate$Housing$First$principles$
into$their$everyday$work:$
•
•
•

Pathways!to!Housing!–!www.pathwaystohousing.org
DESC!–!www.desc.org
Center!for!Urban!Community!Services!–!www.cucs.org

Many$other$campaign$communities$have$also$begun$to$prioritize$the$transition$to$a$Housing$First$
philosophy$systemJwide.$Campaign$contact$information$for$each$community$is$available$at$
http://100khomes.org/seeJtheJimpact$$

Related!Tools!and!Resources!
This$toolkit$was$inspired$the$work$done$by$several$colleagues,$including$the$National$Alliance$to$End$
Homelessness,$Pathways$to$Housing$and$the$Department$of$Veterans$Affairs.$For$more$information$on$
the$Housing$First$efforts$of$these$groups,$please$visit$the$following$websites:$
•
•
•

National!Alliance!to!End!Homelessness$–$www.endhomelessness.org/pages/housingfirst
Pathways!to!Housing!–!www.pathwaystohousing.org
Veterans!Affairs!(HUD!VASH!and!Housing!First,!pages!1700182)!0
http://www.va.gov/HOMELESS/docs/Center/144_HUDJVASH_Book_WEB_High_Res_final.pdf

For$more$information$and$support,$please$contact$Erin$Healy,$Improvement$Advisor$J$100,000$Homes$
Campaign,$at$ehealy@cmtysolutions.org$$
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Housing!First!Self0Assessment!for!Outreach!Programs!
1. Does!your!program!receive!real0time!information!about!vacancies!in!Permanent!Supportive
Housing?
•

Yes$=$1$point

•

No$=$0$points
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

2. The!entire!process!from!street!outreach!(with!an!engaged!client)!to!move0in!to!permanent
housing!typically!takes:
•

More$than$180$days$=$0$points

•

Between$91$and$179$days$=$1$point

•

Between$61$and$90$days$=$2$points

•

Between$31$and$60$days$=$3$points

•

30$days$or$less$=$4$points

•

Unknown$=$0$points
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

3. Approximately!what!percentage!of!chronic!and!vulnerable!homeless!people!served!by!your
outreach!program!goes!straight!into!permanent!housing!(without!going!through!emergency
shelter!and!transitional!housing)?
•

More$than$75%$=$5$points

•

Between$51%$and$75%$=$4$points

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points

•

Between$11%$and$25%$=$2$points

•

10%$or$less$=$1$point

•

Unknown$=$0$points
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
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4. Indicate!whether!priority!consideration!for!your!program’s!services!is!given!to!potential!program
participants!with!following!characteristics.$Check(all(that(apply:
Participants$who$demonstrate$a$high$level$of$housing$instability/chronic$homelessness$
Participants$who$have$criminal$justice$records,$including$currently$on$
probation/parole/court$mandate$
Participants$who$are$actively$using$substances,$including$alcohol$and$illicit$drugs$Participants$
who$do$not$engage$in$any$mental$health$or$substance$treatment$services$
Participants$who$demonstrate$instability$of$mental$health$symptoms$(NOT$including$those$
who$present$danger$to$self$or$others)$
Checked!Five!=!5!points!
Checked!Four!=!4!points!
Checked!Three!=!3!points!
Checked!Two!=!2!points!
Checked!One!=!1!point!
Checked!Zero!=!0!points!
Total$Points$Scored:$

To!calculate!your!Housing!First!Score,!add!the!total!points!scored!for!each!question!above,!then!refer!
to!the!key!below:!
Total!Housing!First!Score:!
If$you$scored:$13$points$or$more$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$implemented$ideally$
If$you$scored$between:$10$–$12$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$wellJimplemented$
If$you$scored$between:$7$–$9$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$fairly$wellJimplemented$
If$you$scored$between:$4$J$6$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$poorly$implemented$
If$you$scored$between:$0$–$3$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$not$being$implemented$
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Housing!First!Self0Assessment!!
For!Emergency!Shelter!Programs!
1. Does!your!program!receive!real0time!information!about!vacancies!in!Permanent!Supportive
Housing?
•

Yes$=$1$point

•

No$=$0$points
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

2. Approximately!what!percentage!of!chronic!and!vulnerable!homeless!people!staying!in!your
emergency!shelter!go!straight!into!permanent!housing!without!first!going!through!transitional
housing?
•

More$than$75%$=$5$points

•

Between$51%$and$75%$=$4$points

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points

•

Between$11%$and$25%$=$2$points

•

10%$or$less$=$1$point

•

Unknown$=$0$points
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

3. Indicate!whether!priority!consideration!for!shelter!at!your!program!is!given!to!potential!program
participants!with!following!characteristics.$Check(all(that(apply:
Participants$who$demonstrate$a$high$level$of$housing$instability/chronic$homelessness$
Participants$who$have$criminal$justice$records,$including$currently$on$
probation/parole/court$mandate$
Participants$who$are$actively$using$substances,$including$alcohol$and$illicit$drugs$Participants$
who$do$not$engage$in$any$mental$health$or$substance$treatment$services$
Participants$who$demonstrate$instability$of$mental$health$symptoms$(NOT$including$those$
who$present$danger$to$self$or$others)$
Checked!Five!=!5!points!
Checked!Four!=!4!points!
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Checked!Three!=!3!points!
Checked!Two!=!2!points!
Checked!One!=!1!point!
Checked!Zero!=!0!points!
Total$Points$Scored:$
$
$
$
To!calculate!your!Housing!First!Score,!add!the!total!points!scored!for!each!question!above,!then!refer!
to!the!key!below:!
$
Total!Housing!First!Score:!
$
If$you$scored:$10$points$or$more$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$implemented$ideally$
$
If$you$scored$between:$6$–$9$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$fairly$wellJimplemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$3$J$5$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$poorly$implemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$0$–$2$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$not$being$implemented$$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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Housing!First!Self0Assessment!for!
Permanent!Housing!Programs!
1. Does!your!program!accept!applicants!with!the!following!characteristics:
a) Active!Substance!Use
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
b) Chronic!Substance!Use!Issues
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
c) Untreated!Mental!Illness
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
d) Young!Adults!(18024)
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
e) Criminal!Background!(any)
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
f) Felony!Conviction
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
g) Sex!Offender!or!Arson!Conviction
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
h) Poor!Credit
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
i) No!Current!Source!of!Income!(pending!SSI/DI)
• Yes$=$1$point
• No$=$0$points
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Question!Section!
#!Points!Scored!
Active$Substance$Use$
Chronic$Substance$Use$Issues$
Untreated$Mental$Illness$
Young$Adults$(18J24)$
Criminal$Background$(any)$
Felony$Conviction$
Sex$Offender$or$Arson$Conviction$
Poor$Credit$
No$Current$Source$of$Income$(pending$SSI/DI)$
Total!Points!Scored!in!Question!#1:!
2. Program!participants!are!required!to!demonstrate!housing!readiness!to!gain!access!to!units?
•

No$–$Program$participants$have$access$to$housing$with$no$requirements$to$demonstrate
readiness$(other$than$provisions$in$a$standard$lease)$=!3!points

•

Minimal$–$Program$participants$have$access$to$housing$with$minimal$readiness
requirements,$such$as$engagement$with$case$management$=!2!points

•

Yes$–$Program$participant$access$to$housing$is$determined$by$successfully$completing$a
period$of$time$in$a$program$(e.g.$transitional$housing)$=!1!point

•

Yes$–$To$qualify$for$housing,$program$participants$must$meet$requirements$such$as$sobriety,
medication$compliance,$or$willingness$to$comply$with$program$rules$=!0!points
Total$Points$Scored:$

3. Indicate!whether!priority!consideration!for!housing!access!is!given!to!potential!program
participants!with!following!characteristics.$Check(all(that(apply:
Participants$who$demonstrate$a$high$level$of$housing$instability/chronic$homelessness$
Participants$who$have$criminal$justice$records,$including$currently$on$
probation/parole/court$mandate$
Participants$who$are$actively$using$substances,$including$alcohol$and$illicit$drugs$(NOT$
including$dependency$or$active$addiction$that$compromises$safety)$
Participants$who$do$not$engage$in$any$mental$health$or$substance$treatment$services$
Participants$who$demonstrate$instability$of$mental$health$symptoms$(NOT$including$those$
who$present$danger$to$self$or$others)$
Checked!Five!=!5!points!
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Checked!Four!=!4!points!
Checked!Three!=!3!points!
Checked!Two!=!2!points!
Checked!One!=!1!point!
Checked!Zero!=!0!points!
Total$Points$Scored:$

4. Indicate!whether!program!participants!must!meet!the!following!requirements!to!ACCESS
permanent!housing.$Check(all(that(apply:
Complete$a$period$of$time$in$transitional$housing,$outpatient,$inpatient,$or$other$
institutional$setting$/$treatment$facility$
Maintain$sobriety$or$abstinence$from$alcohol$and/or$drugs$
Comply$with$medication$$
Achieve$psychiatric$symptom$stability$
Show$willingness$to$comply$with$a$treatment$plan$that$addresses$sobriety,$abstinence,$
and/or$medication$compliance$
Agree$to$faceJtoJface$visits$with$staff$
Checked!Six!=!0!points$
Checked!Five!=!1!points!
Checked!Four!=!2!points!
Checked!Three!=!3 points!
Checked!Two!=!4!points!
Checked!One!=!5!point!
Checked!Zero!=!6!points!
Total$Points$Scored:$

To!calculate!your!Housing!First!Score,!add!the!total!points!scored!for!each!question!above,!then!refer!
to!the!key!below:!
Total!Housing!First!Score:!
If$you$scored:$21$points$or$more$
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! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$implemented$ideally$
$
If$you$scored$between:$15J20$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$wellJimplemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$10$–$14$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$fairly$wellJimplemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$5$J$9$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$poorly$implemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$0$–$4$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$not$being$implemented$$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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$

Housing!First!Self0Assessment!!
For!Systems!&!Community0Level!Stakeholders!
!
1. Does!your!community!set!outcome!targets!around!permanent!housing!placement!for!your!
outreach!programs?!
•

Yes$=$1$point$

•

No$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

2.

For!what!percentage!of!your!emergency!shelters!does!your!community!set!specific!performance!
targets!related!to!permanent!housing!placement?!
•

90%$or$more$=$4$points$

•

Between$51%$and$89%$=$3$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$2$points$

•

25%$or$less$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

3.

$
$
Considering!all!of!the!funding!sources!for!supportive!housing,!what!percentage!of!your!vacancies!
in!existing!permanent!supportive!housing!units!are!dedicated!for!people!who!meet!the!definition!
of!chronic!and/or!vulnerable!homeless?!
•

90%$or$more$=$4$points$

•

Between$51%$and$89%$=$3$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$2$points$

•

25%$or$less$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

12$

4. Considering!all!of!the!funding!sources!for!supportive!housing,!what!percentage!of!new!supportive!
housing!units!are!dedicated!for!people!who!meet!the!definition!of!chronic!and/or!vulnerable!
homeless?!!
•

90%$or$more$=$4$points$

•

Between$51%$and$89%$=$3$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$2$points$

•

Between$1%$and$25%$=$1$point$

•

0%$(we$do$not$dedicate$any$units$to$this$population)$=$0$points$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

5.

$
Does!your!community!have!a!formal!commitment!from!your!local!Public!Housing!Authority!to!
provide!a!preference!(total!vouchers!or!turn0over!vouchers)!for!homeless!individuals!and/or!
families?!
•

Yes,$a$preference$equal$to$$$25%$or$more$of$total$or$turnJover$vouchers$=$4$points$

•

Yes,$a$preference$equal$to$$10%$J$24%$or$more$of$total$or$turnJover$=$3$points$

•

Yes,$a$preference$equal$to$$$5%$J$9%$or$more$of$total$or$turnJover$=$2$points$

•

Yes,$a$preference$equal$to$$less$than$5%$or$more$of$total$or$turnJover$=$1$point$

•

No,$we$do$not$have$an$annual$setJaside$=$0$points$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

$
6. Has!your!community!mapped!out!its!housing!placement!process!from!outreach!to!move0in!(e.g.!
each!step!in!the!process!as!well!as!the!average!time!needed!for!each!step!has!been!determined)?!!
•

Yes$=$1$point$

•

No$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$
$
$
$
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7.

Does!your!community!have!a!Coordinated!Housing!Placement!System!or!Single!Point!of!Access!
into!permanent!supportive!housing?!!
•

Yes$=$1$point$

•

Partial$=$½$point$

•

No$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

8.

Does!your!community!have!a!Coordinated!Housing!Placement!System!or!Single!Point!of!Access!
into!permanent!subsidized!housing!(e.g.!Section!8!and!other!voucher!programs)?!!
•

Yes$=$1$point$

•

Partial$=$½$point$

•

No$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

9.

Does!your!community!have!different!application/housing!placement!processes!for!different!
populations!and/or!different!funding!sources?!If!so,!how!many!separate!processes!does!your!
community!have?!
•

5$or$more$processes$=$0$points$

•

3J4$processes$=$1$point$

•

2$processes$=$2$points$

•

1$process$for$all$populations$=$3$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

$
10. The!entire!process!from!street!outreach!(with!an!engaged!client)!to!move0in!to!permanent!
housing!typically!takes:!
•

More$than$180$days$=$0$points$

•

Between$91$and$179$days$=$1$point$

•

Between$61$and$90$days$=$2$points$

•

Between$31$and$60$days$=$3$points$

•

30$days$or$less$=$4$points$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
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Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$
11. Approximately!what!percentage!of!homeless!people!living!on!the!streets!go!straight!into!
permanent!housing!(without!going!through!emergency!shelter!and!transitional!housing)?!
•

More$than$75%$=$5$points$

•

Between$51%$and$75%$=$4$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points$

•

Between$11%$and$25%$=$2$points$

•

10%$or$less$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

12. Approximately!what!percentage!of!homeless!people!who!stay!in!emergency!shelters!go!straight!
into!permanent!housing!without!first!going!through!transitional!housing?!
•

More$than$75%$=$5$points$

•

Between$51%$and$75%$=$4$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points$

•

Between$11%$and$25%$=$2$points$

•

10%$or$less$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$

13. Within!a!given!year,!approximately!what!percentage!of!your!community’s!chronic!and/or!
vulnerable!homeless!population!who!exit!homelessness,!exits!into!permanent!supportive!
housing?!
•

More$than$85%$$=$5$points$

•

Between$51%$and$85%$=$4$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points$

•

Between$10%$and$24%$=$2$points$

•

Less$than$10%$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
15$

Number$of$Points$Scored:$
$
14. In!a!given!year,!approximately!what!percentage!of!your!community’s!chronic!and/or!vulnerable!
homeless!population!exiting!homelessness,!exits!to!Section!8!or!other!long0term!subsidy!(with!
limited!or!no!follow0up!services)?!
•

More$than$50%$=$4$points$

•

Between$26%$and$50%$=$3$points$

•

Between$10%$and$25%$=$2$points$

•

Less$than$10%$=$1$point$

•

Unknown$=$0$points$
Number$of$Points$Scored:$

!
15. Approximately!what!percentage!of!your!permanent!supportive!housing!providers!will!accept!
applicants!with!the!following!characteristics:!
a)!Active!Substance!Use!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
b)!Chronic!Substance!Use!Issues!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
c)!Untreated!Mental!Illness!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
16$

d)!Young!Adults!(18024)!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
e)!Criminal!Background!(any)!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
f)!Felony!Conviction!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
g)!Sex!Offender!or!Arson!Conviction!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
h)!Poor!Credit!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
• 75%J51%$=$4$points$
• 50%J26%$=$3$points$
• 25%J10%$=$2$points$
• Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
• Unknown$=$0$points$
i)!No!Current!Source!of!Income!(pending!SSI/DI)!
• Over$75%$=$5$points$
17$

•
•
•
•
•

75%J51%$=$4$points$
50%J26%$=$3$points$
25%J10%$=$2$points$
Less$than$10%$=$1$points$
Unknown$=$0$points$
Question!Section!
Active$Substance$Use$
Chronic$Substance$Use$Issues$
Untreated$Mental$Illness$
Young$Adults$(18J24)$
Criminal$Background$(any)$
Felony$Conviction$
Sex$Offender$or$Arson$Conviction$
Poor$Credit$
No$Current$Source$of$Income$(pending$SSI/DI)$
Total!Points!Scored!in!Question!#17:!

#!Points!Scored!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!
$
To!calculate!your!Housing!First!Score,!add!the!total!points!scored!for!each!question!above,!then!refer!
to!the!key!below:!
$
Total!Housing!First!Score:!
$
If$you$scored:$77$points$or$more$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$implemented$ideally$
$
If$you$scored$between:$57$–$76$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$wellJimplemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$37$–$56$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$fairly$wellJimplemented$
$
If$you$scored$between:$10$–$36$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$being$poorly$implemented$
$
If$you$scored$under$10$points$
! Housing$First$principles$are$likely$not$being$implemented$$
$
$
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Appendix 6:
Virtual Crisis Response

SKYPING
DURING
A CRISIS?
Telehealth is a 24/7
Crisis Connection

Arnold A. Remington
Program Director, Targeted Adult Service
Coordination Program

W

hen Nebraska law
enforcement officials
encounter people
exhibiting signs of
mental illness, a state
statue allows them to place individuals
into emergency protective custody. While
emergency protective custody may be
necessary if the person appears to be
dangerous to themselves or to others,
involuntary custody is not always the best
option if the crisis stems from something
like a routine medication issue.
Officers may request that counselors
evaluate at-risk individuals to help them
determine the most appropriate course
of action. While in-person evaluations are
ideal when counselors are readily available,
officers often face crises in the middle of
the night and in remote areas where mental
health professionals are not easily accessible.
The Targeted Adult Service Coordination
program began in 2005 to provide crisis
response assistance to law enforcement
and local hospitals dealing with people
struggling with behavioral health problems.
The employees respond to law enforcement
calls to provide consultation, assistance in
recognizing a client’s needs and help with
identifying resources to meet those needs.

The no-charge service program
offers crisis services to 31 law
enforcement agencies in 15 rural
counties in the southeast section of
the Cornhusker state.
Six months ago, the program offered select law
enforcement officials a new crisis service tool:
telehealth. The Skype-like technology makes
counselors available 24/7, even in remote
rural parts of the state. Officers can connect
with on-call counselors for face-to-face
consultations through secure telehealth via
laptops, iPads or Toughbooks in their vehicles.
The technology, which is in use in select jails
and police and sheriff departments, is proving
to be a win-win for both law enforcement
officers and clients. Officers no longer have to
wait for counselors to arrive for consultations.
In rural communities, it is too common
for officers to wait for up to two hours for
counselors traveling from long distances.
Telehealth also supports the Targeted Adult
Service Coordination program’s primary goal of
preventing individuals from being placed under
emergency protective custody. The program
maintains an 82 percent success rate of keeping
clients in a home environment with proper
supports. The technology promotes faster
response times that mean more expedient
and more appropriate interventions for at-risk
individuals, particularly those in rural counties.

their routines and adopt the technology.
Some officers still want in-person
consultations, a method that is preferable
when counselors are available and nearby.
But when reaching a counselor is not
expedient and sometimes not even possible,
telehealth can play an invaluable role.
Police officers’ feedback on telehealth has
been mainly positive. Officers often begin
using the new tool after hearing about
positive experiences from colleagues. As
more officers learn that they can contact
counselors with a few keystrokes from their
cruisers, telehealth will continue to grow.
The Targeted Adult Service Coordination
program plans to expand the technology
next year by making it available to additional
police and sheriff departments.
Telehealth has furthered the Targeted Adult
Service Coordination program’s goal of
diverting people from emergency protective
custody and helping them become
successful, contributing members of the
community. This creative approach to crisis
response provides clients with better
care and supports reintegration and
individual autonomy.

So far, the biggest hurdle has been getting
law enforcement officers to break out of
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Appendix 7:

KEY ISSUE: REENTRY

REENTRY RESOURCES FOR
INDIVIDUALS, PROVIDERS,
COMMUNITIES, AND STATES
LEARN ABOUT SAMHSA REENTRY RESOURCES FOR:
• Behavioral Health Providers & Criminal Justice Practitioners
• Individuals Returning From Jails & Prisons
• Communities & Local Jurisdictions
• State Policymakers

AT A GLANCE
Individuals with mental and substance use disorders involved with the criminal justice system
can face many obstacles accessing quality behavioral health service. For individuals with
behavioral health issues reentering the community after incarceration, those obstacles
include a lack of health care, job skills, education, and stable housing, and poor connection
with community behavioral health providers. This may jeopardize their recovery and increase
their probability of relapse and/or re-arrest. Additionally, individuals leaving correctional
facilities often have lengthy waiting periods before attaining benefits and receiving services
in the community. Too often, many return to drug use, criminal behavior, or homelessness
when these obstacles prevent access to needed services.
The Office of National Drug Control Policy reports:
More women returning to state prison report
using illegal drugs compared to men.

100

More than 40% of offenders return to state
prison within 3 years of their release.
75% of men and 83% of women returning
to state prison report using illegal drugs.
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Behavioral health is essential to health.
Prevention works.
Treatment is effective.

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on America’s communities.
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) • 1-800-486-4889 (TDD) • www.samhsa.gov

PEOPLE RECOVER.
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SAMHSA efforts to help meet the needs of individuals with mental and substance use disorders returning to the community,
and the needs of the community include:
Grant programs such as the Offender Reentry Program (ORP) that expand and enhance substance use treatment services
for individuals reintegrating into communities after being released from correctional facilities.
Actively partnering with other federal agencies to address the myriad of issues related to offender reentry through policy
changes, recommendations to U.S. states and local governments, and elimination of myths surrounding offender reentry.
Providing resources to individuals returning from jails and prisons, behavioral health providers and criminal justice
practitioners, communities and local jurisdictions, and state policymakers.
At federal, state and local levels, criminal justice reforms are changing the landscape of criminal justice policies and practices.
In 2015, federal efforts focused on reentry services and supports for justice-involved individuals with mental and substance
use disorders have driven an expansion of programs and services.
Reentry is a key issue in SAMHSA’s Trauma and Justice Strategic Initiative. This strategic initiative addresses the behavioral
health needs of people involved in - or at risk of involvement in - the criminal and juvenile justice systems. Additionally,
it provides a comprehensive public health approach to addressing trauma and establishing a trauma-informed approach
in health, behavioral health, criminal justice, human services, and related systems.

SAMSHA RESOURCES
This key issue guide provides an inventory of SAMHSA resources for individuals returning from jails and prisons, behavioral
health providers and criminal justice practitioners, communities and local jurisdictions, and states.
Quick Guide for Clinicians: Continuity of Offender Treatment
for Substance Use Disorder from Institution to Community
Helps substance abuse treatment clinicians and case
workers to assist offenders in the transition from the
criminal justice system to life after release. Discusses
assessment, transition plans, important services, special
populations, and confidentiality. http://store.samhsa.gov/
product/Continuity-of-Offender-Treatment-for-SubstanceUse-Disorder-from-Institution-to-Community/SMA15-3594

RESOURCES FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
PROVIDERS AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE
PRACTITIONERS
GAINS Reentry Checklist for Inmates Identified with Mental
Health Needs (2005)
This publication provides a checklist and template for
identifying and implementing a successful reentry plan
for individuals with mental and substance use disorders.
http://www.neomed.edu/academics/criminal-justicecoordinating-center-of-excellence/pdfs/sequentialintercept-mapping/GAINSReentry_Checklist.pdf

Trauma Informed Response Training
The GAINS Center has developed training for criminal
justice professionals to raise awareness about trauma
and its effects. “How Being Trauma-Informed Improves
Criminal Justice System Responses” is a one-day training
for criminal justice professionals to:
Increase understanding and awareness of the impact
of trauma
Develop trauma-informed responses
Provide strategies for developing and implementing
trauma-informed policies

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on America’s communities.
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) • 1-800-486-4889 (TDD) • www.samhsa.gov
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SecondChanceResources Library
Find reentry resources and information.
http://secondchanceresources.org/
Right Path
Resources and information for persons formerly
incarcerated, and the people who help them (parole
officers, community service staff, family and friends).
http://rightpath.meteor.com/

RESOURCES FOR COMMUNITIES AND LOCAL
JURISDICTIONS
This highly interactive training is specifically tailored to
community-based criminal justice professionals, including
police officers, community corrections personnel, and
court personnel. http://www.samhsa.gov/gains-center/
criminal-justice-professionals-locator/trauma-trainers
SOAR TA Center
Provides technical assistance on SAMHSA’s SSI/SSDI
Outreach, Access and Recovery (SOAR), a national
program designed to increase access to the disability
income benefit programs administered by the Social
Security Administration (SSA) for eligible adults who are
experiencing or are at risk of homelessness and have
a mental illness, medical impairment, and/or a
co-occurring substance use disorder. http://soarworks.
prainc.com/

RESOURCES FOR INDIVIDUALS
RETURNING FROM JAILS AND PRISONS
SAMHSA’s Behavioral Health Treatment Locator
Search online for treatment facilities in the United
States or U.S. Territories for substance abuse/addiction
and/or mental health problems. https://findtreatment.
samhsa.gov/
Self-Advocacy and Empowerment Toolkit
Find resources and strategies for achieving personal
recovery goals. http://www.consumerstar.org/resources/
pdf/JusticeMaterialsComplete.pdf
Obodo

Establishing and Maintaining Medicaid Eligibility upon
Release from Public Institutions
This publication describes a model program in
Oklahoma designed to ensure that eligible adults leaving
correctional facilities and mental health institutions have
Medicaid at discharge or soon thereafter. Discusses
program findings, barriers, and lessons learned. http://
store.samhsa.gov/product/Establishing-and-MaintainingMedicaid-Eligibility-upon-Release-from-PublicInstitutions/SMA10-4545

Providing a Continuum of Care and Improving Collaboration
among Services
This publication examines how systems of care for
alcohol and drug addiction can collaborate to provide a
continuum of care and comprehensive substance abuse
treatment services. Discusses service coordination, case
management, and treatment for co-occurring disorders.
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/Providing-a-Continuumof-Care-Improving-Collaboration-Among-Services/
SMA09-4388

A Best Practice Approach to Community Reentry
from Jails for Inmates with Co-occurring Disorders:
The APIC Model (2002)
This publication provides an overview of the APIC Model,
a set of critical elements that, if implemented, are likely
to improve outcomes for persons with co-occurring
disorders who are released from jail. http://homeless.
samhsa.gov/resource/a-best-practice-approach-tocommunity-re-entry-from-jails-for-inmates-with-cooccurring-disorders-the-apic-model-24756.aspx

Find resources and information and make connections
in your community. Users set up profiles, add photos,
bookmark resources and interests, and can email other
members. https://obodo.is/

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on America’s communities.
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) • 1-800-486-4889 (TDD) • www.samhsa.gov
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RESOURCES FOR STATE POLICYMAKERS

Guidelines for the Successful Transition of People with
Behavioral Health Disorders from Jail and Prison (2013)
This publication presents guidelines that are intended
to promote the behavioral health and criminal justice
partnerships necessary to successfully identify which
people need services, what services they need, and how to
match these needs upon transition to community-based
treatment and supervision. https://csgjusticecenter.org/
wp-content uploads/2013/12/Guidelines-for-SuccessfulTransition.pdf
SAMHSA’s Offender Reentry Program
Using grant funding, the program encourages stakeholders
to work together to give adult offenders with co-occurring
substance use and mental health disorders the opportunity
to improve their lives through recovery. http://www.
samhsa.gov/grants/grant-announcements/ti-15-012

Bridging the Gap: Improving the Health of Justice-Involved
People through Information Technology
This publication is a review of the proceedings from a twoday conference convened by SAMHSA in 2014. The meeting
aimed to address the problems of disconnected justice
and health systems and to develop solutions by describing
barriers, benefits, and best practices for connecting
community providers and correctional facilities using
health information technology (HIT). http://www.vera.org/
samhsa-justice-health-information-technology

Behavioral Health Treatment Needs Assessment for
States Toolkit
Provide states and other payers with information on the
prevalence and use of behavioral health services; stepby-step instructions to generate projections of utilization
under insurance expansions; and factors to consider
when deciding the appropriate mix of behavioral health
benefits, services, and providers to meet the needs of
newly eligible populations. http://store.samhsa.gov/shin/
content//SMA13-4757/SMA13-4757.pdf

Medicaid Coverage and Financing of Medications to Treat
Alcohol and Opioid Use Disorders
This publication presents information about Medicaid
coverage of medication-assisted treatment for opioid
and alcohol dependence. Covers treatment effectiveness
and cost effectiveness as well as examples of innovative
approaches in Vermont, Massachusetts, and Maryland.
http://store.samhsa.gov/product/Medicaid-Coverageand-Financing-of-Medications-to-Treat-Alcohol-andOpioid-Use-Disorders/SMA14-4854

All publications are available
free through SAMHSA’s store
http://store.samhsa.gov/

SAMHSA TOPICS
Alcohol, Tobacco, and Other Drugs

Behavioral Health Treatments and Services

Disaster Preparedness, Response, and Recovery
Health Information Technology

HIV, AIDS, and Viral Hepatitis

Mental and Substance Use Disorders
Recovery and Recovery Support
Suicide Prevention

Homelessness and Housing

Prescription Drug Misuse and Abuse

School and Campus Health

Trauma and Violence

Criminal and Juvenile Justice

Health Care and Health Systems Integration

Tribal Affairs

Health Financing

Laws, Regulations, and Guidelines

Prevention of Substance Abuse and Mental Illness

Specific Populations

Underage Drinking

Data, Outcomes, and Quality

Health Disparities

State and Local Government Partnerships

Veterans and Military Families

Wellness

SAMHSA’s mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on America’s communities.
1-877-SAMHSA-7 (1-877-726-4727) • 1-800-486-4889 (TDD) • www.samhsa.gov
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